Just Look: The Benefits of Gaze-Activated Voice Input in the Car
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Abstract
Voice interaction provides a natural and efficient form of communication with our cars. Current vehicles require the driver to push a button or to utter an artificial keyword before they can use speech input. This limits the potential naturalness and efficiency of voice input. In human communication, we usually use eye contact to express our intention to communicate with others. We conducted a user study with 25 participants that investigated gaze as a means to activate speech input while being occupied with a primary task. Our results indicated a strong dependency on the task. For tasks that refer to information on the screen, gaze activation was superior to push-to-talk and keyword, but it was less valuable if the task had no relation to screen content. We conclude that gaze cannot replace other modes for activation, but it can boost efficiency and user experience for display related tasks.
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Introduction
Voice input provides the potential for safe, efficient and natural in-car interaction (e.g. [1, 3, 7]). Therefore, effort is put into the improvement of automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems, to increase recognition accuracy and to integrate more functionality. Yet, before users can actually make a voice command, all current voice recognition systems require an explicit activation to express that the user’s command was directed to the system. The most widespread option in current vehicles is the use of a push-to-talk (PTT) button on the steering wheel. However, the activation via a haptic button is an artificial action that is in contrast to the naturalness and intelligence of (future) voice interaction systems and does not live up to the potential of voice interaction. In this regard, the activation via keyword (e.g. “Hey Mercedes,…”) is a much more natural option that also appears in human communication (e.g. “Hey Bob,…”). However, compared to a simple button press, the uttering of keyword takes relatively long and might be annoying to the user for multiple requests. In summary, there is a trade-off between speed (PTT) and naturalness (Keyword) for currently used voice activation techniques.

Related Work
In interhuman communication, people use a different mode to quickly express their focus of attention. It has been shown that eye-contact most reliably indicates the target of a users’ attention [8]. Maglio et al. further investigated gaze patterns during the communication with multiple intelligent devices. They found that users nearly always looked at a device before making a request [4]. Based on that, Oh et al. investigated the use of gaze to activate the automatic speech recognition to enable more natural human-computer interaction. They compared this look-to-talk (LTT) approach, compared to a keyword-based implementation and PTT and concluded that LTT was a promising approach (under ideal conditions, i.e. good accuracy, short latency) [5]. For applications in the driving context, it must be considered that drivers are in a dual-task situation with a visually demanding primary task. Their eye-gaze is mainly focused on the street, even when talking to a passengers next to them. Thus, the results about the potential of LTT in a conversational setting cannot directly be transferred to the automotive domain. Moreover, we have to take additional aspects into account besides the naturalness of interaction, such as distraction and efficiency.

In this paper, we present a comparison of PTT, Keyword and LTT for the activation of a speech recognition system while being occupied with a visually demanding primary task. We analyze visual distraction, efficiency, and user experience.

Prototype
We implemented a prototype that supported all three activation modes in an automotive setup. It is displayed in Figure 1. A directional microphone was used for recording voice commands. The software prototype ran on a Windows 10 machine and was implemented in Unity3D, which uses the integrated speech engine in Windows. A Tobii 4C² eye-tracker was mounted behind the steering wheel to track the user’s gaze.

The prototype supported two types of secondary tasks. They are displayed in Figure 2. In the navigation task, users chose one out of three gas stations (e.g. “Navigate to Esso”), which were displayed on the gaze-aware screen area. In the phone task, users made a phone call to a person (e.g. “Call Lisa”). Before making a voice request, users had to activate the ASR by either pressing the PTT button (on the right side of the steering wheel), by saying the keyword,

![Figure 1: The prototype had a gaze-aware screen area (1) to the right of the steering wheel. Size and location of this area was derived from displays in current vehicles. During the experiment, users also had a primary task (2) and a small display in front of them for instructions (3).](image-url)
or by looking at the screen area for 300 ms. This duration approximately represents the duration of a short eye fixation [2]. An animated microphone icon showed the state of the ASR and served as a visual representation to support making eye-contact with the screen. Upon activation, the icon animation started and the system played an earcon (“pling”). It stayed active for at least four seconds, so that users could look back on the street after the activation. Upon recognition of the voice command there was another earcon (“plong”) and the task disappeared.

**Experiment**

A total of 25 participants (9 female) with mean age of 30.24 years ($SD = 11.53$) took part in the experiment. We used a within-subject design with repeated measures. There were two independent variables: three modes of speech activation (PTT, Keyword, LTT) and two task-types (navigation, phone). Participants completed one trial for each combination of speech activation and task-type. The order of appearance of task-types and activation modes was counterbalanced over all participants.

We used the critical tracking task (CTT) as a primary task in order to create a constant visual demand on the participants [6]. It was displayed on a screen in front of the participants (see Figure 1). Another small display was placed behind the steering wheel. It was used to instruct the name of the person to call for the phone task, so that participants did not have to look to the screen area. In the navigation task, the instruction was made directly on the screen area to the right. Users were asked to pick the gas station whose name was written in orange.

The experiment started with the adjustment of the seat position and the calibration of the eye-tracker. The examiner explained the CTT and the two task types with the different activation techniques. All participants practiced the CTT and the secondary tasks and quickly familiarized with it. Before each trial, they were informed about the upcoming task and activation technique. One trial consisted of ten voice commands with ten second breaks between a successful command and the instruction of the next task. We recorded the participants’ total glance time on the screen, the task completion times to assess the efficiency of each mode and participants completed the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ).

**Results and Discussion**

**Visual Distraction**

The total glance time (TGT) is the aggregated duration of glances on the gaze-aware screen area while a task was active. In the navigation task, TGT hardly differed between PTT, Keyword, and LTT (see Figure 4). In all three conditions the participants had to glance at least once at the display to see the selectable elements. The fact that LTT did not result in a longer TGT away from the primary task shows that the naturally occurring glances (that also appear in the PTT or Keyword condition) can be efficiently used...
for activation. In contrast, in the phone task the activation mode had a significant influence on TGT (Friedman test: $F(2) = 39.56, p < .01$). LTT was significantly longer than PTT ($p < .01$) and Keyword ($p < .01$). PTT and Keyword did not need glances on the screen, because the task does not refer to on-screen information. LTT however needs a short glance at the screen to activate system. Although TGT for LTT is relatively short ($M = 1.15$) these glances are not naturally occurring, but rather an additional, artificial movement with the eyes. Despite the effects on glance behavior, the mean CTT scores for both tasks did not significantly differ across activation techniques.

**Efficiency**

In both tasks, the shortest task completion time (TCT) was achieved with LTT, followed by PTT, and keyword. They are illustrated in Figure 5. A repeated measures ANOVA showed that the activation mode had a significant effect on TCT ($F(2, 48) = 32.82, p < .01, \eta^2 = .58$). TCT with the keyword was significantly slower than LTT ($p < .01$) or PTT ($p < .01$), which is probably due to the time that is needed to speak and process the keyword. PTT and LTT allow a much faster and more direct activation.

**User Experience**

The dimensions of the UEQ can be summarized regarding the pragmatic and the hedonic quality of the interaction. In Figure 6, we see that the pragmatic quality was depending on the task type. For the phone task, LTT had a lower pragmatic value than the Keyword ($p < .05$) and PTT ($p < .01$), but for the navigation task the mean LTT rating was higher than the other modes (n.s.). The pragmatic value of the keyword activation was between PTT and LTT for both tasks. In the navigation task, LTT made use of the naturally occurring glances to activate ASR without additional effort of the user. Thus, it is perceived as a very pragmatic solution. In contrast, in the navigation task, LTT required users to make one extra glance at the screen area. This is perceived as a small, yet extra effort and thus less pragmatic.

For the hedonic quality (Figure 7), the activation mode had the same effect on both tasks ($F(2, 48) = 43.80, p < .01, \eta^2 = .65$). LTT had the highest ratings, followed by Keyword. PTT was rated significantly worse (both $p < .01$). Hedonic quality represents attributes like stimulation and novelty. While the haptic button press for PTT has been well known in cars for years and keyword activation can be found in many current consumer electronic devices (though relatively new in cars), LTT was a new experience for almost all participants. Although it has some obvious pragmatic disadvantages for the phone task, it is noticeable that this did not impair the high perceived hedonic quality of the approach.

**Conclusion**

Our results show that the benefit of LTT is strongly depending on the task type. For tasks that do not require glances at the screen, the benefit of LTT is small. There are short task times and a good hedonic quality at the cost of increased visual distraction and lower pragmatic value than PTT or Keyword. However, if users have to glance at the screen for a specific task, LTT has the potential to increase efficiency and user experience (pragmatic and hedonic) of the interaction, without creating additional visual distraction. We conclude that LTT can not replace other activation modes for voice input in current vehicles, but it could be a valuable addition that allows fast and user-friendly interaction with on-screen content. Future work will have to address the application in more realistic scenarios and the proneness for inadvertent activation. With the coming automation in future vehicles and the decrease of importance of visual distraction, the value of gaze-activated voice input could further grow.
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